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In [2] G. Higman showed than any countable locally finite group can be 
embedded in a finitely presented simple group. In this paper it is shown that 
any linear group GL(n, Z), over the integers, and any countable Abelian 
group whose torsion factor group is a subgroup of an X,-module, OiEIMi 
(where I is a countable set, M, is an infinite cyclic module and X, is the 
subset of rationals whose denominators are powers of the integer P), can be 
embedded in a finitely presented simple group. (I am grateful to J. S. Wilson, 
who pointed out to me that it is not necessary to assume that the torsion free 
X,-module is finitely generated.) 
Both of the above results are proved using the construction procedure 
described in [3]. The first result also shows that some new finitely presented 
simple groups can be constructed using the procedures in [3], for GL(3, Z) 
cannot be embedded in any of the previously known finitely presented simple 
groups (see [2]). 
The definitions, techniques and notation of [3] will be freely used in this 
work. It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the first two 
sections, the defining relations A, B, C and D and the fourth section of [3], 
but a knowledge of the rest of [3] is not essential. 
It will be useful to have recalled parts of the basic construction that were 
only mentioned in [3] but will be used heavily in what follows. 
From a homomorphism 0 from a free group F to a wreath product F wr 
S, we obtain the following diagram (see [3]): 
* S.E.R.C. Research Fellow. 
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which is commutative in the sense that pi = Bipi+ 1 di. We read off from the 
diagram homomorphisms vi : F + S,(wr S,)‘-’ with the property that 
ker vi+ i G ker vi. 
If L E F and LB= (L, ,..., L,, x) we define L ,,..., L, to be the first 8- 
components of L. Inductively we define the pth O-components of L to be the 
(p - l)st O-corn ponents of the various Li, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Let Y = ni ker vi and F/Y E H, c F,, + r, and let 1 denote the image of 
L E F in H,. Then 1= 1 if and only if L and all the O-components of L 
belong to ker I,u~. Note L E ker vi if and only if z = 1 and if 
K6’ = (K, ,..., K,,p) then (LK) 8= (L,K, ,..., L,K,, zp). 
As in [3], uI will be the element with symbol 
Then F/!Pz Hz(H,*= {a,lL E F}) and u, = 1 if and only if I= 1. We shall 
call the association of L E F with its image, LB, a O-expansion rule for L and 
write it L + LB. We shall call any group isomorphic to H, a group defined 
by 8. 
THE FREE ABELIAN GROUP, 2" 
Let F = (T, ,..., r,,) be the free group of rank n and let m = 2” + 2. We 
define a homomorphism 8: F + F wr S,- I by 
T, -+ (T,, 1, T,, 1, T,, I,..., T,, 1, 1, ~1) 
T2 -+ (T,, T,, 1, 1, T2, 7’2, 1, I,..., T,, T,, 1, 1, 1, ~2) 
. . 
T n-~-‘(T,_~,T,_,,...,T,_,,1,1,...,l,T,_,,T,_,,...,T,_,,1,1,...,1,1,~,-,) 
Tn -+ (T,, T,,,..., T,,, T,,, 1, L..., 1, 1, 1, q,> 
where 
7ri= fl (ajak) (k= 2’-’ +j). 
j=c2i+d 
o<c<2n-i--1 
l<d<Zi-1 
In fact {n, ,..., q} is the regular permutation representation of the direct 
sum (Z2)n of n copies of Z, . 
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We shall always denote the images, in H,, of all elements R, S, T,... E F 
by the lowercase letters Y, s, t ,.... 
We show that H, is isomorphic to L”. Let ti be the image of Tj in H,. It 
is easiest to show that (o,, ,..., a,“) = Hz is isomorphic to L”. 
If S = T;’ T,:’ Ti Tj then S has @-expansion rule S -+ (S, S,, S, ,..., 
S ,,-*, 1, l), where S, = S or 1. Now S, 1 E ker I,Y, so all the O-components 
of S belong to ker w, . Thus s = 1 and u,!(T,~= Us ur,. 
Now let R = TTIT;~ -.. T;n, so R -+ (R ,,..., R m-2, 1,~:’ ..a ?rp,n). If u,= 1 
then R E ker w, so ny’ ... zPn = 1 and we must have each pi = 2q,, for some n 
q ,,..., q,,EZ. Then R,=qlq*-.- En (inspection of expansion rules). If all 
the &components of R belong to ker vi so do all the O-components of RI, 
and so Us, = 1. An induction argument now shows that ur = 1 if and only if 
P, ,...,P, = 0. 
Thus we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. L n is a group defined by 8. 
THE SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT Z". GL(n,Z) 
We now show that we can embed L” . GL(n, Z) in .Ym,., .
The group (rc, ,..., rc,), as defined above, is (ZJ” in its natural regular 
permutation representation. Thus there is a unique pj E S,,-, fixing a, such 
that pi’ n,pj = R~, p,,:‘xjpj = 7c, and p/‘xppj = z,, for 2 <p fj < n. Note 
thatpj= 1. 
Let F’ = (T, ,..., T,, X, Y, Z, ,..., Z,) be the free group of rank 2n + 1 and 
define a homomorphism 8’: F’ + F’ wr S, _ 1 by 
X+(X,XT,,X,XT,,X,XT,,X,XT, ,..., X,XT,,X,XT,,l,l) 
Y-, (Y, Y, Y, YT;‘, Y, Y, Y, YT;‘,..., Y, Y, Y, YT;‘, 1,~) 
zi+ (zj~zj~z,j~zj~zj~zj~zj~zj~~~~~zj~zj~zj~zj~ l,Pi) 
(1 < i < n, 2 <j< n) where 19 is as defined above, p = (aza,)(a,a8) 1.. 
@,-,a,-,) and Pj E s,,-, is the unique element fixing a, such that 
p17’x,pj = zj,pj’ njpj = 7~~ and pJ~l~Ppj = rtp (2 <p # j < n). 
LEMMA 2. Z” . GL(n, Z) is a group defined by ~9’. 
Proof Let I denote the image of L E F’ in Hb,. We show that 
(alI L E F’) is isomorphic to Z”GL(n, Z). 
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First we show that if G, = (u,lS E (T,,..., T,,)) and 
( 
G, = 
ox, u,, u+,..., 
(X K z 
uz,) then G, n G, = 1. Suppose S E (T, ,..., T,,) and L E 
2 ,..., Z,). If cs = cI then all the P-components of SL -I belong to 
ker w;. 
From the definition of 8 we see that SO’ = (R,, R, ,..., R,-, , 1, n) and 
LB’ = (L, L, )...) LrnP2, I,~), Ri,LjEF’ and 71,~UES,_,. If (SL-‘)8/E 
ker !Pi then rr = ,u and so z fixes a,. Since II E (rri ,..., n,), if z fixes a, then 
rr = 1 and so, if S = Tyl ... Tpn then R = PI 
(SL-‘)B’ = (RIL-I,..., rr~ -‘i and henck if ill 
.a. cn, where 24, =pi. Also, 
the &components of SL ’ 
belong to ker wi then so do all the P-components of R, L-‘. Thus us = u, 
implies that u, = u,., and us = u’, . As before, s = rl implies that pi = qi = 0 
and that us = 1. So G, n G, = 1. 
We have already shown that G, E ;2”. 
Now, (X-‘T, XT,) 19’ = (X-‘T,XT,, 1,X-‘T,XT,, l,..., X-‘T,XT,, 
1, 1, 1) so X-’ T,XT, E ker w; and X-‘T,XT1 and 1 are the only 
P-components of X-‘T,XT,, so u;‘u,,u,=u,;‘. Also for j# 1, 
(X-’ T,XT,:‘)e= (X-‘TjXTJ:‘, K*,..., K,-z, 1, l), where Ki = X-‘TjXTJ:’ 
or 1. So a;’ utjux = ulj (j # 1). 
Similarly we have u;1u,lcr,=u,,u,l,u;1uL1u4.=u,., u;.~u~~u~.=u,., 
uL~,‘ut,uLj=ul,anduz~‘u,u,,=a, (2<j<n,2<p#j<d). ’ ’ ’ 
Thus every element oP(u’,l1 E fiib,) can be written u,u, (a, E G, , u, E G,) 
and every element of G, can be thought of as an automorphism of G,. 
Suppose that ulr uk E G, induce the same automorphism of G, , we want 
to show that u, = uk. 
Considering X8’, YB’ and Z,t?’ we see that, for any L E (X, Y, Z?,..., Z,), 
LB’ = (L, L, ,..., L,,-*, l,,~), where ,D fixes a, and u,.= uU,u, for some 
uui E G,. 
, / 
Suppose uk, u, E G,, K-‘8’ = (K-l, K, ,..., Kme2, 1, v-‘) and uh induces 
the identity automorphism on G, (h = lk-‘). 
Since He’ = (H, LzKZ,,,..., L,-zKc,-2,w, l,~v~‘) and hP1tih = ti, for 
1 <i< n, we have v,~‘n,,uv- = rci. Thus, from the remarks about 
1x 1 ,***9 rr,, } at the beginning of the section, we have ,D = v. Thus 
LK-’ E ker vi. 
Suppose that liki, = uivilk-‘. We know that ai ’ utiu,, = uti so the column 
alal 
kl-‘tiuivilk-‘t;’ 
alal 
belongs to a symbol for uhmllihl;l (=l). Thus kl-‘t,u,v,Zk-It,:’ = 1. Also 
Zk-‘tikl-’ = ti, so uivi = 1 and all the P-components of UiVi belong to 
ker vi. 
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It is easy to see by induction on p that all the pth @-components of H are 
equivalent, modulo ker vi, to an element of the form RH where R is a r3’- 
component of Ui Vi. We have shown that H and any such R belong to ker in; 
thus all the P-components of H belong to ker vi. Thus oI = (TV and the 
action of G, on G, is faithful. Thus we can think of G, as a subgroup of Aut 
G, z GL(n, Z). 
But elements crX, crY 
0,’ utju, = Ufj’ a;’ 
and uzj (2 <j < n) satisfying u;‘o~,cJ~ = a,;‘, 
Uf,U, = fJl,Uf*? U,’ up, = Ofj’ 
-1 
UZj u*, UZj = ug, 
U =, Lu,juLj = u, and uL;‘ufluOj = uI, (2 <j < n, 2<p#j<n) generate 
Aut G, = Aut L” = GL(n, Z), thus G, E GL(n, Z). 
Thus, since G, z Z”, G, z GL(n, Z), G, n G, = 1 and G, has the correct 
action on G, , 
H;, z (G,, G2) = G, . G, z Z” . GL(n, Z). 
Now, 2”’ . GL(n, Z) is a finitely presented group defined by 
0’ : F’ + F’ wr S,,-,. We associate Z” . GL(n, Z) with its image, 
(u,lL EF’), in gm,i. The following theorem shows that GL(n, Z) is 
embedded in a finitely presented simple group. 
THEOREM 1. The group (G,,,, L” . GL(n, H)) is simple and finitely 
presented. 
Proof. From Theorem 2 and Lemma 17 in [3] we see that, if 
G = G,w Z” . GL(n, Z)), it is sufficient to prove that G = G’. 
Since m is even, G,,, = Gh,, (see [2]). 
For l< i < n, there exists some uI E G, such that a; ’ ulj u, = utiutj (some 
j#i), so G,&G’. 
From the defining relations D, for G (see [3]), we have 
uy = 66,u,6,u,6,u,6,yt, - 1 ... 
6 0s us 06 m-5 y m-4 .” m-3 y m-ZUyf,-l 6 m-1 . ..6.66p. 
So uX= ri~~:-‘cr~-~, uz,= r2u,mie2 and uY= r3u;2”~2u~-2, where 
r,, r2, r3 E G’. But u: = CJ~~= 1 and uti E G’, so uJx, uzj E G’. Also, 
u: = [u,, uY], where u1 E G, satisfies [u,, a,‘] = cr;‘, [u,, a,;‘] = a;’ and 
[a,, alp] = 1, for p > 3. Thus uyP2 E G’, and so uY E G’. 
Thus G,, G, E G’ and G = G’, as required. 
Before turning our attention to Abelian groups we note that if L, is any 
finitely presented subgroup of GL(n, Z) then there exists a free group, F, and 
a homomorphism, 8: F --) F wr S,- 1, such that the semidirect product 
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27” . L, is a group defined by 8. Furthermore, the group (G,,, , Z” . L,) has 
a finitely presented simple derived subgroup, G’, and if L, has unsolvable 
orbit problem (given us, ur E G, we cannot tell if there exists cr, E L, such 
that a,-‘a,~, = u,) then G’ has unsolvable conjugacy problem. If there exists 
a linear group L, with unsolvable conjugacy problem we can construct a 
linear group L,, c GL(n2, Z) which has unsolvable orbit problem, and which 
is finitely presented if L, is. Thus, given a finitely presented linear group 
with unsolvable conjugacy problem, we could use the methods of [3] and 
above to construct a finitely presented simple group with unsolvable 
conjugacy problem. (The details of the above construction have been omitted 
since we can now construct such a group by other means, but a complete 
account can be found in E. A. Scott, D. Phil. Thesis, 1981.) 
ABELIAN GROUPS 
The proof of the second theorem, stated at the beginning of this paper, is 
in two parts. 
First, we show that if H is a subgroup of Y,,,, defined by homomorphism 
8:Fwr S,-, and K,,K, ,... is any countable collection of subgroups of 
(G,,i, G,) then the restricted direct product xip, Ki can be embedded in 
(Gn,, 3 He). 
Second, we show that, for any finite P E N, the group of rationals of the 
form a/Pb (a, b E Z) can be embedded in a group H, for some 8. 
The result follows almost directly from these two steps and some Abelian 
group theory. 
LEMMA 3. If Ki (i E I) are subgroups of (G,, , , H,) and I is countable 
then the restricted direct product K = xic, Ki can be embedded in (G,,, , H,). 
ProoJ Define C, : K + (G,,, , H,) inductively as follows. Let 
(ri, 1, l,...) Z1 = E, where, if r1 E K, has symbol 
, 
then ei is the element with symbol 
a1 %Wl -a. a,w, a3 es* a, 
1 h, ..a h, 1 . . . 1 . 
aI a2z1 ... a2zq a, .-a a, 
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Then (71 ,..., 7r, 1, l,...) Z, = E, where, if 7, E K, has symbol 
and E,-, is the element with symbol 
u u2 ... u, 
i 1 
1 I, . . . I, (u = a:-*), 
u v2 *** v, 
then E, is the element with symbol 
i 
ua, 2.&2*x* ... ua2xp ua3 e-e ua, u2 ss. 24, 
1 k, ... k, 1 ... 1 I, 9.. I, . 
ua, %Y, ..+ ua,y, ua3 ... ua, v2 ... v, i 
Clearly, E, is the unique maximal extension of the inescapable 
isomorphism given by 
ai, a,w + a; a,(wti+ I) (O<i<r- 1) 
z + z, 
for any w such that wti+, is defined and for all z not of the form af or 
ui, a, W, for some 0 < i < r - 1. So E, is independent of the choice of symbol 
for ti and L, is well defined. 
If (tl )...) t,., 1, l,...) Z1 = E, = sj = (7; ,..., t;, 1, l,...) Z, (r < s) then, since 6,. 
is the maximal extension of the map above, we have (ajazz) E, = u3u2z (for 
all z E W, r <j < s - 1) and (ajazz) E, = uia2(z7jl) (whenever z7j is defined). 
Thus z7J = z whenever it is defined so, by uniqueness of maximal extensions, 
7’ r+1 = *** =7;= 1. Similarly we have that 7; = zi, 1 < i < r. So C, is 
injective. 
Now, E,.E~ = (tl 7; ,..., 7,7;, 7;+l ,..., t;, 1, l,...) Z,, for any E,., e:(r < s) in 
the range of C,, since 
(afa,w) E,Ei = (a’,a,(w7,+,))&f = a:u2(W7i+,7;+,) 
(4 a, Y> GE; = 4 dY7l+ 1) 
Z&,&i = z, 
for O<i<r-1, r<j<s-1 and any z not of the form ufa,w 
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(O<p<s- I), whenever ~r~+,t;+, and yrl, i are defined. Thus C, is a 
homomorphism. 
So Z, is an embedding as required. 
Choose P E N. Let F be the free group freely generated by {S, T). Define 
a homomorphism 8: F --) F wr S,- i (n = 6 or P + 2) as follows. If P is odd, 
then n = 6 and 
T0 = (T, 1, T, 1, 1, rr) 
5’8 = (S, ST-“, S, STpm, 1, l), 
where 2m + 1 = P and rc = (a,a2)(a3u4). If P is even, then n = P + 2 and 
TB= (T, T, 1, l,..., 1, rr) 
SO= (S, ST-‘+‘, ST-2P+4, ST-2Pf6 ,..., ST-4, 
ST- 2, ST- I, p), 
LEMMA 4. H,* has presentation (u,, uI 1 cr; ’ ulus = or). 
Proof: We deal separately with the cases P odd and P even. If P is odd: 
(KITSTeP) 8= (S-‘TST-‘, 1, S-lTST-P, 1, 1, xmPf’). As P is odd, 
7~~“’ = 1 and S-lTST-P E ker w,. The only &components of S-‘TSTeP 
are itself and 1 and so s-’ tstwP = 1 and u;‘oIu, =up 
If q is odd then rrq # 1, so P @G ker w, and ut can&t have odd order. If 
q = 2d then (P) 0 = (Td, Td, Td, Td, 1, 1). So up = 1 implies that uf = 1. 
Since d < q, unless q = 0, and ut # 1, an induction argument gives that ut has 
infinite order. 
Since 0; ’ uIu, = ur every element of the H,* can be written in the form 
uf UT u;j, i, j> 0. If the relation ufuy u;j= 1 holds in Hg then a: = oei. 
Now ad;_” u,uf = uTd (d> 0) so, letting d = 1 j - iI, we have ufd= 
C7;d d - utus - ut, since us u, fq. Since u, has infinite order we have d = 0 and 
q = j - i = 0. Thus the relation above is trivial. 
All the relations of H,* are consequences of u.;iutus = I$‘, thus Hg has the 
required presentation. If P is even: (S-‘TST-‘) 8= (S-‘TSTeP, l,..., 
1, Tp-2 S-1TST-2P+2, 1 ). So S-‘TST-P E ker w,. By induction on P we 
see that all the pth @components of S-‘TST-‘, for each P, are 1 or conju- 
gates of S-‘TST-’ by powers of T. Since ker y, Q F, we have that every 8- 
component of S- ‘TST-’ belongs to ker vi, and so a;’ u,us = UT. 
Since rr has order P + 1, T4 6Z ker vi unless q = c(P + l), for some c. If q 
has this form then (T9) 8 = (T2c, T2’ ,..., Tzc, 1). So, if a: = 1, then a:’ = 1 
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(2c < q, since P is even). Again, since u, # 1, we see by induction that ct has 
infinite order. 
We can now proceed, as for the case P odd, to see that Hz has the 
required presentation. 
THEOREM 2. The additive group of all rationals of the form 
ua/Pb(a, b E Z, P fixed integer) can be embedded in a finitely presented 
simple group. 
ProoJ Let&F+FwrS,_,(n=6ifPodd,n=P+2ifPeven)bethe 
homomorphism defined above. Then H, z Hz= (u,, u, 1 a; ’ u,u; ’ = UT) is a 
finitely presented group and so too, by 13, Theorem 21 is (G,,, , H,). 
Let X, = {u”/Pb la, b E Z}. Define a map p: X, + Ht by (a/P”) p = 
u~u~u,;” (where b > 0 and if b # 0, P,ja). Straightforward checking shows 
that p is an embedding. 
From relations x for G = (G,,. , , H,) we have either 
or 
u, = 66,u,6,u,6,6,66,, 
ur= 66,u,62u,u,p+263up;2p+484 ... usut-‘c3-, ... 6,&,. 
Since n is even G “, i g G’. In either case above u, = ruf , for some r E G’. So 
u, E G’. Also, either us = EU;~“‘U~ or u, = &~,-“a:-‘, for some E E G’ and 
integer d. Thus either us3 or of-’ E G’. 
So G’ has index at most P + 2 in G and, by 13, Theorem 2 and Lemma 
171, G’ is a finitely presented simple group. 
Since u, E G’ a G we see that p in fact embeds X, in G’, giving the 
desired result. 
Let X,, be the ring of all rationals whose denominators are powers of P. 
Let M be an X,-module which is the direct sum of countably many infinite 
cyclic submodules, Mi (i E Z). Let A be a countable Abelian group, with 
torsion subgroup T(A), such that the torsion factor group is a subgroup of 
M. There exists an Abelian group B, containing A, such that, if T is the 
torsion subgroup of B, then T is divisible, B/T is isomorphic to A/T(A) and 
B = TX B/T (direct product). (Let C be the minimal divisible group 
containing A, let T be the torsion subgroup of C and let B = (A, T). Then B 
has torsion subgroup T and the required properties; see, for example, [ 11.) 
Since A/T(A) z B/T we can think of B/T as a subgroup of M. For each 
b E B/T write b in the form x, m, + ... + x,m,, where mi generates Mi, i E Z 
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and xi E X,. Since M is the direct sum of the Mi and mi has infinite order, 
this expression is unique. 
Define a map C: B/T+ (Hz))’ ( w h ere H, is as defined in Theorem 2 and 
(H,# is the restricted direct product of ]I/ copies of H,,j by the rule 
b -+ CT,, rz,..., rr), where ri is the element of Hg corresponding to xi E X,. 
Recall that ri E (G,,, , H,)‘. The map C is clearly an embedding. 
Since A is countable, so is T, and T is locally finite. Thus T can be 
embedded in G,,, (see [2]). So B, and hence A, can be embedded in 
G,,, x KT-1.’ 
THEOREM 3. If A is a countable Abelian group whose torsion factor 
group is a subgroup of some X,-module, OiEIMi (Z countable, Mi infinite 
cyclic), then A can be embedded in a finitely presented simple group. 
Proof: Let H,*= (cs, u,(c~‘u,u, = a:); then, as described above, A can 
be embedded in G,,, X (Hg*)),I which, by Lemma 3, can be embedded in 
(Gn, 13 Ho). 
Recall the proof of Lemma 3. Let Z: Xi,, Ki+ G, where Kj < G = 
(G,,, , HO), and suppose that (5, ,..., rr, 1, l,... )Z = E,. If ri E G’, for 
l<j<r,letrj=[~j,~j] bj,vjEG). 
Define a, and e2 to be the images of @ ,,..., ,u~, 1, l,...) and 
(v 1,*.*, v,, 1, l,...) under the embedding G’+ G. Then E, = [E,, sq], since C is 
a restriction of this embedding to xie, Ki. So E, E G’. 
Noting that G n I s G’ and that if b E B/T maps to (5, ,..., r,., 1, l,...) in 
(Ha’ then rj E G’, we have that A can be embedded in (G,,, , H,)’ which, 
from the proof of Theorem 2, is a finitely presented simple group. 
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